3. STRUM BUTTON
When strum button is pressed, strumming the
strings will play one of 20 familiar songs. It feels
like you are really playing the guitar! Every strum
of the strings advances the song by 2 seconds.
Keep strumming to keep the song going!
Push the
to jump to the next song.
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When strum button is NOT pressed, strumming
the strings will play chords that appear random,
but if you look at your Lyrics booklet (included),
you'll find they are actually chord progressions
you could sing along to!
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5. VOLUME CONTROL
Keeps everyone out of the doghouse.
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FUNCTIONS
1.

CHORD BUTTONS
Eight buttons play eight musical chords.
Full C to C scale lets you compose any song.

6. MUSIC NOTE BUTTON
Press the
to play familiar songs without
lyrics. Sing the traditional lyrics or create
your own. B. you! Pushing the
again
jumps to the next song.
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A chord is when three or more notes are played
simultaneously. Chords offer a much richer
sound than single notes or plucked strings.
Woofer's chords were recorded in a studio
to be beautiful decaying chords with tones
that decay and linger…gently fading
as the next chord is played.
2.

FUN/OFF SWITCH
Turn dial to select play mode:
Electric, Acoustic or Howl Dog.
Turning dial to "Off" offers the obvious effect.

WHAMMY BONE
Use the Whammy Bone at just the right
moment to make any song all yours.
Discover a different effect in each mode:
Electric, Acoustic or Howl Dog.
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DOGGY BUTTON
Press the
to play one of 9 Peppy
Puppy songs. Press the
again to jump
to the next song.

8. STOP
The nose knows when it's time to stop.
No matter what is playing.
Auto Off — When left alone for 2 minutes,
Woofer howls at the moon then automatically
shuts off. Good doggy.
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3 AA (1.5V) BATTERIES INCLUDED
• Do not mix old and new batteries
• Do not mix alkaline, standard (carbon-zinc),
or rechargeable (nickel-cadmium) batteries
• Dead batteries? Check out earth911.com to
quickly find the recycling center nearest you

Sniff out more about B.
at justb-byou.com. If you have
questions, comments or you
just want to throw us a bone, call
us (toll free).

I-866-665-5524
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